Background: Malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is an atypical, belligerent tumor that 26 matures into cancer in the pleura, a stratum of tissue bordering the lungs. Pleural mesothelioma is 27 a common type of mesothelioma that accounts for about 75 percent of all mesothelioma diagnosed 28 yearly in the United States. Diagnosis of mesothelioma takes several months and is expensive. Implementation of phase-2 followed by phase-1 can address diagnosis expenses and maximize 47 disease prognosis. Additionally, results indicate improved MPM diagnosis using AI methods 48 dependent upon the specific application. 49 50
Implementation of phase-2 followed by phase-1 can address diagnosis expenses and maximizewith and without requiring data from expensive biopsy and imaging tests. 140
Methodology 141
Our study uses the patient's medical reports generated by Dicle University. The dataset contains 142 34 attributes, one binary response variable, and 324 instances. It consists of 41% females and 59% 143 males. The patients involved in this study were in nine different cities. We performed k-fold cross-144 validation to minimize any bias and variance in the dataset. Cross-validation is a resampling 145 technique used to gauge machine learning models on a limited dataset. In this method, the original 146 data sample is randomly partitioned into k proportional subsamples. Of the k subsamples, one 147 subsample is retained as the validation data for evaluating the model, and the remaining k-1 148 subsamples are used as training data. The cross-validation process is then reiterated k times. The k 149 results obtained from the k-folds are then averaged to produce a single estimation. In this study we 150 considered the value of k to be 10 becoming 10-fold cross-validation. The selection of k is usually 151 5 or 10 (Kuhn & Johnson, 2018). There is a bias-variance trade-off related to the value of k in k-152 fold cross-validation. Performing k-fold cross-validation using k = 5 or k = 10 have empirically 153
shown to yield test error rate estimates that free from extreme high bias and variance (James, 154
Witten, Hastie, & Tibshirani, 2017). All the analysis was performed using R-studio, an open source 155 machine learning and statistical tool, and Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA), 156 a free software suite of machine learning licensed under the GNU General Public License, 157 programmed in JAVA, and developed at the University of Waikato, New Zealand. 158 Table 1 below lists all the attributes contained in our dataset, it also determines the mean, deviation 159
and logistic correlation of all predictors with the target variable ("class of diagnosis"). In 160 classification applications, calculating logistic dependencies between a single input and singlebetween all inputs and all targets. The logistic correlation is a numerical value between zero and 163 one that expresses the strength of the logistic relationship between a single input and output 164 variables. A value close to one indicates a healthy relationship and value approaching zero denotes 165 weak or no relationship. 166 Mesothelioma data set can be broadly divided into pre-diagnosis data and post-diagnosis 168 data. Pre-diagnosis data refers to the all the records obtained before mesothelioma was clinically 169 confirmed such as patient age, gender, the city they belonged to, smoking habit, exposure to 170 asbestos, duration of exposure to asbestos, early-stage symptoms including the feeling of 171 weakness, heartache, and dyspnea, and duration of symptoms. Pre-diagnosis data also 172 encompasses blood test results such as white blood cell count, hemoglobin level, platelets count 173 and others. 174
Post-diagnosis are those data that refers to the records retrieved after mesothelioma was 175 confirmed. Type of mesothelioma detected (type of MM), side effects of chemotherapy (keep the applicability of AI predictive analytics on both pre and post diagnostic data we perform a 183 comparative analysis of classification models into two phases. Phase-1 models use all the predictor 184 variables except "dead or not" as input to produce high classification accuracy. The same set of 185 models in Phase-2 only takes relevant predictors from pre-diagnosis data as its input. performed using all the attributes of the extended system to calculate the importance of all 226
variables. The importance of a shadow attribute can be nonzero purely due to random fluctuations 227 (Miron & Witold, 2010) . Thus, the set of the importance of shadow attributes is used as a reference 228 for determining essential attributes (Miron & Witold, 2010) . 229
The following algorithms were implemented, compared and tested using − 230 ( ) at 0.05 significance. 231
Algorithms 232

Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) 233
Gradient descent is a method to determine the local minima. Stochastic gradient descent is 234 gradient descent performed using multiple updates at a time on a small batch (minibatch) of the 235 dataset selected at random (stochastically). Instead of calculating the gradient of the cost (error) 236 based on the whole dataset, SGD break the dataset into mini batches and compute the gradient on 237 each batch separately followed by a neural net update based on the partial gradient. In other words, 238
it is an optimization algorithm that iteratively determines the values of learnable parameters of a 239 function (f) to minimize the cost function (error rate). Cost function for our study is root mean 240 squared error, which can be determined using the following equation (eq.1).
Mathematically, SGD is a simplification of gradient descent. Instead of calculating the 243 gradient of ( ) (empirical risk using gradient descent), each iteration estimates this gradient 244 by a single randomly picked example (eq.2): 245
Where z is a random pair of input x and scalar output y; w is weight; is learning rate; 247 (z,w) is the loss. Since the stochastic algorithm does not require to retain which examples were 248 visited during the previous iterations, it can process examples on the fly in a deployed system. 249
Adaptive Boosting M1 250
It is also known as AdaBoost.M1, is a machine learning meta-algorithm that can be 251 implemented in conjunction with other types of learning algorithms to convalesce performance. 252
The output of the other learning algorithms ('weak learners') is merged into a weighted sum that 253 epitomizes the final output of the boosted classifier. AdaBoost is adaptive since it can fine-tune 254 the weak learners in favor of misclassified instances by previous classifiers. AdaBoost-M1 refers 255 to a specific method of training a boosted classifier (eq.3). 256
Where T is the number of iterations; each is a weak learner that takes an object as input 258 and returns a value indicating the class of the object. Each weak learner produces an outputboost classifier is minimized. 262
Where −1 ( ) is the boosted classifier that has been built up to the previous stage of 264 training. ( ) is some error function, and ( ) = ℎ( ) is the weak learner that is being 265 considered for addition to the final classifier. 266
Kernel Logistic Regression (KLR) 267
It is a well-established statistical model for classification. Unlike Logistic Regression, KLR 268 enables the classification of linearly non-separable problems by assigning the input variables to a 269 higher dimensional space, via the kernel trick. The kernel is a conversion function that must satisfy 270 mercer's necessary and sufficient conditions, which state that a kernel function must be expressed 271 as an inner product and must be positive semidefinite. 272
Multi-layer Perceptron 273
The Artificial Neural Network (ANN), also known as a neural network, is a computational 274 and L3 are the hidden layers; L4 is the output layer; , ( ) refers to the connection weight of "i" 308 (ordinal number) neuron on layer I and "j" (ordinal number) neural on layer I+1; denotes the 309 connection between the bias on layer I and "j" neuron on layer I+1; and implies the activation 310 value (output value) of the "I" neuron on layer I, and the activation value of the blue neuron in the 311 picture is 2 (2) (Lee, Chen, Yu, & Lai, 2018). 312
Voted Perceptron (VP) 313
It is designed for linear classification, that combines the Rosenblatt's perception algorithm 314
with Helmbold and Warmuth's leave-out method. All weight vectors confronted during the 315 learning process vote on a prediction. The measure of the accuracy of a weight vector, based on 316 the number of trials in which it correctly classifies instances, is used as the number of votes given 317 to the weight vector. The output a voted perceptron is given by (eq.6) when given labeled data is 318 ( , ) where is +1 or -1 (mesothelioma or healthy): 319
Where are inputs, = 0,1,2, … , ; are weights, is the predicted class, and is 321 the survival time (reliability of ). 322
Hoeffding Tree 323
classification. The Hoeffding tree is an incremental decision tree learner for a large dataset, that 325 assumes that the data distribution is constant over time. It grows a decision tree based on the 326 theoretical guarantees of the Hoeffding bound. In other words, VFDT employs Hoeffding bound 327 to decide the minimum number of arriving instances to achieve a certain level of confidence in 328 splitting the node. The confidence level determines the proximity of the statistics between the 329 attribute chosen by VFDT and the attribute chosen by decision tree for batch learning. 330
Clojure Classifier (CC) 331
It is a wrapper classifier developed in Clojure programming language. It mandates to have 332 at least a learn-classifier function and distribution-for-instance function. The learn-classifier 333 function takes an object and a string (nullable) and returns the learned model as a serializable data 334 structure. The distribution-for-instance function takes an instance to be predicted and a model as 335 an argument and returns the prediction as an array. 336
Primal Estimated sub-Gradient Solver for SVM 337
It is also known as s-Pegasos. It performs SGD on a primal objective (eq. 7,8) with 338 carefully chosen step size. The ROC curve is the graphical representation of the true positive rate (TPR) against the 352 false positive rate (FPR) at different threshold settings. In the machine learning domain, a TPR is 353 also known as sensitivity, recall or "probability of detection." Similarly, an FPR is known as the 354 fall-out or "probability of false alarm" and can be calculated as (eq. 10). The ROC curve is thus 355 the sensitivity as a function of fall-out. 356
Regarding information retrieval undertakings with binary classification (relevant or not 358 relevant), precision is the segment of retrieved instances that are relevant, whereas recall, also 359 known as sensitivity is the fraction of retrieved instances to all relevant instances. In this context 360 of information retrieval, the PRC becomes very useful. PRC is a graphical representation of recall(eq. 11,12) respectively. 363
f-measure, also known as F1-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall (eq.13), where f-366 measure reaches its best at 1 and worst at 0. 367
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) is a measure of performance of a model. It does this 369 by computing the difference between predicted and the actual values as given below (eq. 14). 370
Where ( − ) is the difference between predicted and actual value and N is the sample size. 372
Results 373
Phase 1 374
As shown in table 2, SGD, AdaBoost.M1, KLR, MLP, VFDT generates perfect results with 375 100% accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure. These algorithms also return the highest possible 376 imaging tests are very strong predictors of MM. This result validates the significance of biopsy 379 and imaging results ("diagnosis method") from a data science viewpoint. 380 
382
Phase 2 demonstrates the relevance of pre-diagnosis data. It also shows the behavior of all 383 predicting models post removal of "diagnosis method" and other post-diagnosis data. 384
Phase 2 385
Boruta algorithm confirmed five relevant attributes that are enough to predict the presence 386 
400
AdaBoost outperformed all other models with the highest classification accuracy of 401 71.29%. Excluding "diagnosis method" from the prediction model resulted in decreased accuracy. 402
However, this phase has its own advantage. Despite lower accuracy, phase-2 helps reducing 403 diagnostic expenses. 404 An accurate diagnosis of MM is crucial at both the individual and public health level. It 408 has necessary medicolegal significance due to diagnosis-related compensation (Ascoli, 2015) . 409
However, prognosticating MM is challenging due to its composite epithelial pattern and low 410 likelihood of occurrence (Ascoli, 2015) . To advocate the prognosis of MM with high accuracy and 411 low diagnostic cost, the current study designed and implemented a prediction model comprising 412 of two phases. (phase 1 and 2) . 413
To our knowledge no previous studies have implemented our AI models and focused on 414 reducing diagnosis expenses by eliminating biopsy and imaging test results from the dataset. 415
Phase-2 of our study proposes AdaBoost.M1 algorithm that can identify high risk patients at lower-416 cost by taking only blood test results and patient's demographic data. Outcome from phase-2 can 417 provide the doctors with a list of high-risk patients. Doctors and other healthcare providers can 418 then prescribe biopsy tests only to the identified patients for reconfirming MM using phase-1 419 model with optimal accuracy. This approach will reduce unnecessary biopsy tests and thus reduce 420 overall expenses by up to $7900 (Molinari, 2018) . 
